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“Amazing! I got my life back on track!”

Grady W., Los Angeles, CA
In four weeks, Grady cut his time awake at night by 83%.

Hi, I'm Lana Walsh. I’m a sleep and insomnia expert that transforms lives in just a few weeks!
I'm committed to helping businesses improve mental health, job satisfaction, performance, and revenue
while reducing stress, turnover, and absenteeism.
I love this work because I struggled for decades to sleep through the night. Most nights, I would lie awake in
the middle of the night for hours, frustrated and angry that I couldn’t sleep. When the alarm would ring, I’d
be exhausted and have to convince myself that I needed to get up to go to work. I found it hard to focus and
concentrate and spent many days wasting time because I couldn’t figure out what to do that day. Some
days, I couldn’t force myself out of bed and I would call in sick. About a year into any new job, I would feel
people noticing these behaviors and they would act differently around me making me feel anxious and
insecure that I was going to lose my job, so I would quit and change jobs before they could fire me.
For 30 years I coped with my daily exhaustion and during this time I tried everything from pharmaceuticals
to banana peel tea and nothing worked.
What made all the difference was a specific process of behavior change that completely transformed my life.
Now, I sleep consistently through the night, and instead of feeling exhausted, I wake up rested and
energized. Instead of convincing myself to do my work, I can focus and be productive for extended hours.
Instead of hoping tomorrow would be different, I have the energy to exercise, go out, and enjoy activities
that enhance my quality of life every day. Instead of feeling powerless in my inability to sleep, I'm confident
that I can and will sleep.
Now, I am passionate about educating businesses and organizations on how sleep impacts life and work
and how just a few weeks can absolutely transform sleep-deprived underperformers into rested achievers.

Most of my clients see significant improvement in their sleep in 2-3 weeks.

Why should you talk
about sleep at work?

INSOMNIA IS ON THE RISE
In 2002, Stats Canada found about
16% of people had insomnia, by 2021
that number jumped to 35%. In 2022,
the Journal of Sleep Research
estimated it's as high as 60%.

When employees are not getting the sleep they need, it
has a negative impact on mood, work performance, and
mental health. Research shows:
~50% have depression, anxiety, or psychological stress
162% higher healthcare costs.
200% increase in workplace accidents.
150% more errors due to lack of focus.
10.2% reduction in productivity due to absenteeism and
presenteeism.

A 2016 RAND RESEARCH
STUDY FOUND

$21.4B
estimated cost lack of
sleep has on the Canadian
economy per year

More irritable and stressed leading to overreactions in stressful
situations affecting relationships with staff and clients.
More likely to make poor decisions due to impaired judgment,
inability to foresee consequences, and lack of creativity.

A 2019 survey of Fortune 100 company employees across
major industries (hi-tech, finance, and shift-based
workers), found:

$12B

50%

57%

40%

estimated addition to the
Canadian economy if
people getting less than 6
hours of sleep improved by
one hour

believe that a sleep
wellness program
will increase job
satisfaction

said their
disrupted sleep
was due to
work-related
issues

of their time was
not at optimal
performance due
to poor sleep
quality

Corporate Programs
LUNCH

& LEARNS
COACHING

BOOST YOUR ENERGY: FROM SLEEP
DEPRIVED SUFFERER TO RESTED
ACHIEVER (90 MINS)
WHAT PEOPLE SAY...

Weaving my own story of a decades-long fight to sleep through
the night, I share why you should prioritize your sleep and
participants will take away:

Thank you so much for the excellent
lunch and learn today. Our
employees very much enjoyed the
discussion and continued it offline
after the end of the meeting. Our
team really enjoyed it and learned a
lot. Thank you.
Kara Brown, Beamdog
Your presentation was not only
informative and helpful but provided
hope and empathy for those who
have suffered for far too long. Thank
you for doing what you do!
Susie Sykes, Timber Benefits

the #1 reason they can't sleep and strategies to overcome it
2 habits that lead to insomnia and what to do instead
one strategy to improve their sleep today
what their natural sleep rhythm is and how to use it to
schedule their day to be their most productive

MYTHS, FACTS, & TOOLS: WHAT YOU
NEED TO KNOW ABOUT SLEEP TO
SURVIVE SHIFT WORK (90 MINS)
Shift work is very disruptive to your sleep and can make it
difficult to get things done at home and work. Understanding
how sleep works can help you better manage your changing
sleep patterns. In this workshop, participants will take away:
the most important thing to surviving shiftwork
strategies to transition from day shift to night shift
3 key tools to help get their best sleep despite their

What a wealth of information she
provided, and it definitely helped me
with understanding my sleep
pattern. Lana clearly is a professional
speaker as she had me and the rest
of the audience engaged.
Lynda Kavanagh
WOW Communications & Training

changing schedule

NOW THAT THE WORKSHOP IS OVER
Book a 30-minute call to discuss the needs of your group and
the next steps to take. I offer one-to-one and group coaching
and additional lunch and learns to help establish the new sleep
habits and behaviours that will create lasting change resulting
in better mental health, improved performance and job
satisfaction, and increased revenue while reducing stress,
turnover, and absenteeism.

Contact Lana Today

Introductory Bio
Lana Walsh is a sleep and insomnia expert committed to

CONTACT LANA

helping businesses improve mental health, job
satisfaction, performance, and revenue while reducing

587-849-0907
lana@lanawalshcoaching.ca
www.lanawalshcoaching.ca

stress, turnover, and absenteeism.
Lana suffered from insomnia for over 30 years before
finding the answer. Her passion is to help people
conquer insomnia, so they wake with the energy to live
their dream lives.

CONNECT ON SOCIAL
@LanaWalshCoaching
@Lana_Walsh_Coaching
@lanamwalsh

Lana is a co-author of the Amazon bestseller, Creating
Impact, The Ultimate Guide for Purpose-Driven
Entrepreneurs, founder of Upgrade Your Sleep: A
Powerful Method to Overcoming Sleeplessness,
registered CBTi coach, and Conscious EFT Level 1 & 2
practitioner.

Schedule your free lunch & learn planning session TODAY!
lanawalshcoaching.ca/corporate-sleep-program

